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Aspirante
Electric shower

Whether you’re out to add a 
cool feature to your bathroom 
of find inspiration for a complete 
bathroom renovation, Aspriante 
puts cutting-edge design at the 
heart of your bathroom.

Six stunning finishes. From the 
polished style of Black Gloss and 
White Gloss to the natural beauty 
of Riviera Sand, Aspirante has a 
finish that will complement any 
bathroom. Pick your favourite 
and you can be sure you’re giving 
your room a truly original look 
and feel.

Swivel-FitTM – A 180° fully reversible swivel 
water inlet that accommodates water 
connections from either the left or right hand 
side of the unit to aid installation 

Inspired Minimalist Design – subtle curved 
front with slender edges gives an illusion of 
floating in front of your tiles

Compact Slimline Design – gives a discreet 
and integrated appearance

Soft Press Illuminated Power Buttons 

Push Button Start/Stop – to select your 
favourite shower setting every time

‘Power On’ Indicator

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator – operates when  
the water pressure is insufficient

Simple Temperature Control Knob – easy 
grip with pleasing soft motion 

Phased Shut Down – when the shower is 
turned off, the water continues to run for a 
few seconds to flush out preheated water 
before stopping completely to help prevent 
limescale build up

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

Aspirante 
Gun Metal    
Code:  ASP08GUNMTL – 8.5kW 

ASP09GUNMTL – 9.5kW

Aspirante 
Riviera Sand   
Code:  ASP08TLRSD – 8.5kW 

ASP09TLRSD – 9.5kW

To learn more about  
Aspirante scan here

For more information see Page 9

Electric Showers
Triton are famous for electric showers, and with good reason. 
Advanced shower technology and outstanding designs are 
combined to maximum effect in our extensive range. From the 
stylish Touch electric shower, to the easy to install T80Z Fast-
Fit range, there’s a model to match any bathroom or budget. 
Whichever you choose, all of our electric showers benefit from 
the Triton commitment to innovation and affordable style.  

What is an electric shower? 
Learn more here

For more information see Page 9
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Swivel-FitTM – A 180° fully 
reversible swivel water inlet 
that accommodates water 
connections from either the 
left or right hand side of the 
unit to aid installation 

Inspired Minimalist Design 
– subtle curved front with 
slender edges gives an 
illusion of floating in front of 
your tiles

Compact Slimline Design 
– gives a discreet and 
integrated appearance

Soft Press Illuminated 
Power Buttons 

Push button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite 
shower setting every time

‘Power On’ Indicator

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator – 
operates when the water 
pressure is insufficient 

Simple Temperature 
Control Knob – easy grip 
with pleasing soft motion 

Phased Shutdown –  
when the shower is turned 
off, the water continues to 
run for a few seconds to 
flush out preheated water 
before stopping completely 
to help prevent limescale 
build up

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

Aspirante
Electric shower

Aspirante may take shower design to the next 
level, but it does so without compromising 
quality. Everything, from initial installation to 
intuitive operation, has been considered and 
perfected.

No need to memorise obscure settings and 
indicators. Aspirante works as beautifully as 
it looks. One central control does everything 
you need – from switching on the shower to a 
perfectly delayed shutdown sequence. If only 
everything in life was so easy.

Aspirante 
White Gloss    
Code:  ASP08GSWHT – 8.5kW 

ASP09GSWHT – 9.5kW

Aspirante 
Brushed Steel    
Code:  ASP08BRSTL – 8.5kW 

ASP09BRSTL – 9.5kW

View Aspirante online in 3-D at  
www.tritonshowers.co.uk

Aspirante 
Black Gloss  
Code:  ASP08GSBLK – 8.5kW 

ASP09GSBLK – 9.5kW
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Swivel-FitTM – A 180° fully reversible swivel water inlet 
that accommodates water connections from either the 
left or right hand side of the unit to aid installation

Touch Sensitive Push Button Start/Stop 

Clear Illuminated Display that indicates - 
– When the shower is on  
– Showering temperature  
– Low water pressure

Phased Shut Down – when the shower is turned off, 
the water continues to run for a few seconds to flush 
out preheated water before stopping completely to 
help prevent limescale build up

Rub Clean Shower Head 
– 5 spray patterns
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Touch 
White  
Code:  ASPTOU8WHT – 8.5kW 

ASPTOU9WHT – 9.5kW

Touch
Electric shower

The intuitive Triton Touch brings modern 
style and state of the art technology into your 
bathroom. With its easy to use touch screen 
controls and a clear illuminated digital display 
providing complete control of your water 
temperature, you can choose your ideal shower 
setting every time.  

With its fashionable high gloss finish but easy to 
clean flat screen and adjustable riser rail fixings,  
it is easy on the eye as well as easy to fit.

Featuring touch 
screen technology

Touch 
White  
Code:  ASPTOU8WHT – 8.5kW 

ASPTOU9WHT – 9.5kW

To learn more about  
Touch scan here
For more information see Page 9
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T75 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SP7508SC – 8.5kW 

SP7509SC – 9.5kW

T75
Electric shower

The T75 consists of design features that will 
appeal to both the homeowner and professional 
installer. It boasts a great clean design as well as 
being simple to operate.

Available as a white/chrome finish and is 
accompanied with a contemporary straight 
riser rail and one spray pattern handset, the T75 
combines practicality and style and is an ideal
complement to any bathroom.

The T75 has useful Installation features too, such 
as a dual water inlet that can accommodate left 
and right water entry giving a total of 7 water 
entry points. In addition to this, the T75 has  
3 electric cable entry points as well as top and 
bottom trims, for a quick installation. Everything 
about the T75 is easy. 

Stylish Contemporary Designs – 
easy to use and easy to clean

Stylish contrasting trim

Dual Inlet port – accommodates 
water connections from either 
the left or right hand side of the 
unit to aid installation

Push Button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite  
shower setting every time

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
Single position
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7 water 
entry points

T75 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SP7508SC – 8.5kW 

SP7509SC – 9.5kW

To learn more about  
T75 scan here

For more information see Page 9
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T80Z Fast-Fit 
Electric shower

Britain’s most popular shower, the T80Z  
Fast-Fit is the very latest generation of Triton T80, 
which has been an iconic household favourite for 
more than 30 years. Packed with design features 
that will appeal to both the homeowner and 
the professional installer, T80Z Fast-Fit boasts 
a curvaceous body shape and a sleek tapered 
backplate to provide a “floating” appearance on 
the bathroom wall. Featuring the latest Swing-FitTM 
and Swivel-FitTM installation technologies, T80Z 
Fast-Fit delivers Triton style, quality and showering 
performance.

Available in two finishes: Chrome or White/Chrome. 
Matched with a stylish, contemporary straight  
riser rail and five spray pattern handset, the  
T80Z Fast-Fit combines functionality, durability  
and style for your bathroom..

Swing-FitTM – Terminal for left  
& right cabling

Swivel-FitTM – A 180° fully 
reversible swivel water inlet 
that accommodates water 
connections from either the 
left or right hand side of the 
unit to aid installation

Push Button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite  
shower setting every time

‘Low Pressure’ indicator 
– operates when the water 
pressure is insufficient

‘Power On’ Indicator

Rub Clean Shower Head 
– 5 spray patterns
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T80Z Fast-Fit - Chrome  
Code:  SP8CHR8ZFF – 8.5kW 

SP8CHR9ZFF – 9.5kW 
SP8CHR1ZFF – 10.5kW

To learn more about  
T80Z Fast-Fit scan here
For more information see Page 9

8 Water and 6 cable 
entry points

T80Z Fast-Fit 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SP8007ZFF – 7.5 kW 

SP8008ZFF – 8.5 kW 
SP8009ZFF – 9.5 kW 
SP8001ZFF – 10.5 kW
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T100xr 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SP1008XR – 8.5kW 

SP1009XR – 9.5kW 
SP1001XR – 10.5kW

LOW PRESSURE
WITH PUMP
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T100XR
Slimline electric shower

This slimline model offers a  
pristine white body and brushed  
chrome effect fascia and an  
all chrome riser rail and handset.

Push Button Start/Stop – to select your 
favourite shower setting every time

Phased Shutdown – when the shower 
is turned off, the water continues to run 
for a few seconds to flush out preheated 
water before stopping completely ‘to help 
prevent limescale build up

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator –  
operates when the water  
pressure is insufficient

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

Visit Triton on YouTube for helpful and informative videos explaining more about
Triton showers, their design features and ‘How to operate’ as well as product related
installation videos detailing ‘step by step’ and ‘how to fit’ guides.

To find us visit www.tritonshowers.co.uk\product-videos.asp

Find us on ‘You Tube’ for our latest
product videos and ‘step by step’
installation guides 
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Thermostatic
Electric Showers
Thermostatic Electric Showers have all the features you expect from a Triton 
shower, plus the added benefit of regulated temperature control, making it perfect 
for families who are looking for extra assurance. The thermostatic control of the 
incoming water ensures the showering temperature is consistent, even if a tap is 
turned on elsewhere within your property, an ideal choice for children and elderly 
users that require a greater level of showering care.  

T70Z
Electric shower

The T70Z is more than just an entry 
level shower. Based on a proven Z 
range design blueprint, this model 
offers exceptional value for money 
with a simple design to complement 
any bathroom.
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T70Z 
White/Chrome 
Code: SP7007Z – 7.5 kW 
 SP7008Z – 8.5 kW

Swivel-FitTM – A 180° fully
reversible swivel water inlet
that accommodates water
connections from either the
left or right hand side of the
unit to aid installation

Single control – for Start/Stop
selection

Separate temperature and
power controls

Rub clean shower head 
– 3 spray pattern

LOW PRESSURE
WITH PUMP
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THERMOSTATIC

T80Z Thermostatic
Electric shower

For constant and precise showering  
temperatures choose the  
T80Z Thermostatic electric shower,  
with its contemporary good looks  
complemented by a premium  
matching riser rail and handset -  
its the ultimate affordable  
family thermostatic shower. 

Thermostatic Control – constantly regulates 
temperature of incoming water to give the 
user precise control and safer showering

Push Button Start/Stop – to select your 
favourite shower setting every time

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator – operates when 
the water pressure is insufficient

‘Power On’ Indicator

Stylish Contrasting Trim

Overlapping Front Cover – to hide any 
unsightly joins 

Rub Clean Shower Head – 5 spray patterns

T80Z Thermostatic 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SP8008ZTHM – 8.5kW 

SP8009ZTHM – 9.5kW

Thermostatic 
compensates for 
variations in the 
incoming water 
temperature or 
pressure

Thermostatic 
compensates for 
variations in the 
incoming water 
temperature or 
pressure

T80Z Thermostatic 
Chrome 
Code:  SP8CHR9ZTHM – 9.5kW 

SP8CHR1ZTHM – 10.5kW

To learn more about  
T80Z Thermostatic scan here

For more information see Page 9
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T150Z
Thermostatic electric shower

Everyone should be free to enjoy a safe,  
invigorating shower experience. With its functional  
design, simple controls and advanced safety features 
including thermostatic performance and BEAB care 
accreditation, the T150Z brings total peace of mind  
for all your family. 

Tri-ThermTM – a unique thermostatic process 
constantly regulating power, flow and 
temperature to comply with BEAB CARE 
offering the ultimate in precise control and  
safer showering. 

Adjustable Timed Shutdown –  
set the shower to automatically shutdown 
after a pre-selected time

Adjustable Maximum Temperature  
Stop – reduces the risk of accidentally 
turning the temperature too high

Push Button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite shower setting  
every time

Phased Shut Down – when the shower is 
turned off, the water continues to run for a 
few seconds to flush out preheated water 
before stopping completely to help prevent 
limescale build up

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator–  
operates when the water pressure  
is insufficient

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

T150Z 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SPSG08WC – 8.5kW 

SPSG09WC – 9.5kW

THERMOSTATIC
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Topaz T100si
Thermostatic electric shower

The pleasing form and funky interchangeable fascias of the 
Topaz T100si hides some helpful technology. Not only does it 
feature an LCD display and thermostatic controls for precise 
temperature selection, it also has a unique limescale trap: easy to 
remove and clean for the unit’s long lasting performance. 

Thermostatic Control – constantly 
regulated temperature gives the user 
more precise control and safer showering

LCD Display Indicates – 

• Precise showering temperature 

• Changes in temperature 

• Phased shutdown 

• Low water pressure 

• Clean shower head reminder

Push Button Start/Stop – to select your 
favourite shower setting every time

Phased Shutdown – when the shower 
is turned off, the water continues to run 
for a few seconds to flush out preheated 
water before stopping completely to help 
prevent limescale build up

Choice of Fascias 
– 2 colours

Rub Clean Shower Head 
– 5 spray patterns
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Topaz T100si 
White  
Code:  SP1I48SI – 8.5kW 

SP1I49SI – 9.5kW 
SP1I41SI – 10.5kW Topaz T80si 

White/Chrome 
Code: SP8I48SI – 8.5 kW 
 SP8I49SI – 9.5 kW 
 SP8I41SI – 10.5 kW

THERMOSTATIC

sea spray fascia
(supplied with unit)

chrome fascia

THERMOSTATIC

Aspirante Topaz
Thermostatic electric shower

This beautiful chrome ellipse creates a stunning centre piece in 
a contemporary bathroom. With clever functions like an LCD 
display for accurate temperature control and an easy clean 
limescale trap, it’s certainly not just a pretty face.

Thermostatic Control – constantly 
regulated temperature gives the user 
more precise control and safer showering

LCD Display Indicates – 

• Precise showering temperature 

• Changes in temperature 

• Phased shutdown 

• Low water pressure 

• Clean shower head reminder

Push Button Start/Stop – to select your 
favourite shower setting every time

Phased Shutdown – when the shower 
is turned off, the water continues to run 
for a few seconds to flush out preheated 
water before stopping completely to help 
prevent limescale build up

Rub Clean Shower Head  
– 5 spray patterns

Aspirante Topaz 
Chrome   
Code:  ASP1I49SI – 9.5kW 

ASP1I41SI – 10.5kW

THERMOSTATIC

Topaz T80si
Thermostatic electric shower

This pristine white oval with a fixed  
chrome fascia, paired with a white  
and chrome riser rail and handset  
lends an elegant feel to any bathroom,  
and like all Topaz models it benefits  
from a thermostatic temperature  
control and a unique limescale trap  
for easy cleaning and lasting  
performance.

Thermostatic control – 
constantly regulated temperature 
gives the user more precise 
control and safer showering

Push button Start/Stop – to 
select your favourite shower 
setting every time

‘Low pressure’ indicator 
– operates when the water 
pressure is insufficient

Rub clean shower head  
– 5 spray pattern

www.tritonshowers.co.uk www.tritonshowers.co.uk
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T90xr
Pumped electric shower

With an integrated pump, this simple, stylish unit is 
designed for homes where water pressure is low, unreliable 
or non existent. The unit features the latest technology 
to make it significantly quieter and slimmer than its 
predecessors. It is also an ideal replacement for older  
T90 variants, with compatible water and cable connections 
for quick and easy installations. 

T150Z Pumped
Thermostatic electric shower

The T150Z pumped electric shower has the simple 
controls and advanced safety features of the T150Z 
electric shower, however it is suitable for low pressure 
tank fed systems. It has thermostatic performance 
offering safer showering for all the family even when 
the water pressure is low or unreliable. 

Push Button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite  
shower setting every time

Intergrated pump –  
to boost low pressure or  
negligible water pressures

Power on indicator

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

T90xr 
White/Chrome 
Code: SP9008SI – 8.5 kW 
 SP9009SI – 9.5 kW

T150Z Pumped 
White/Chrome 
Code:  SPSGPE08WC – 8.5kW 

SPSGPE09WC – 9.5kW

Tri-ThermTM – a unique thermostatic 
process constantly regulating 
power, flow and temperature to 
comply with BEAB CARE offering the 
ultimate in precise control and  
safer showering. 

Adjustable Timed Shutdown –  
set the shower to automatically 
shutdown after a pre-selected time

Adjustable Maximum Temperature  
Stop – reduces the risk of 
accidentally turning the temperature 
too high

Push Button Start/Stop –  
to select your favourite  
shower setting every time

Intergrated pump –  
to boost low pressure or  
negligible water pressures

Phased Shut Down – when the 
shower is turned off, the water 
continues to run for a few seconds 
to flush out preheated water before 
stopping completely to help prevent 
limescale build up

‘Low Pressure’ Indicator–  
operates when the water pressure  
is insufficient

Rub Clean Shower Head –  
5 spray patterns

THERMOSTATIC

Pumped 
Electric Showers
Looking for a low pressure showering solution? Then look no 
further. Triton has a range of pumped electric showers which 
have a built-in pump which boosts water flow to overcome low 
or unreliable water pressures.
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ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

FIVE YEAR
GUARANTEE

SUITABLE FOR
ALL SYSTEMS
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